[The diagnostic and therapeutic application of transcranial magnetic stimulation].
The functional abnormalities of the central motor structures and its contribution of rigidity, tremor and bradykinesia in Parkinson's disease seem mainly due to the degeneration of the nigro-striatal pathway. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) of the motor cortex may provide useful data on the pathophysiology of motor dysfunction in Parkinson's disease. Recent reviews on the basic mechanisms of TMS in Parkinson's disease show reduced inhibitory motor network at the cortical and spinal level. The observed changes are thought to be in relation with a dysfunction of subcortico-cortical and subcortico-spinal pathways. The abnormalities of the central motor function seem to be modified by several clinical related factors as prevalence of cardinal Parkinson's disease signs (e.g. rigidity versus tremor or bradykinesia), L-dopa therapy ('on/off' states) and laterality of the Parkinson's disease signs. Observations made using TMS give new pathophysiological insights in functioning of the central motor structures in Parkinson's disease and started new form of TMS - repetitive TMS (rTMS) as a treatment of the Parkinson's disease motor signs. A few studies using rTMS with repetition rate of 0.2, 1, and 5 Hz showed improvement of motor signs in the Parkinson's disease patients. Although these results support the beneficial effects of rTMS on parkinsonian symptoms, long-term studies with large numbers of subjects should be conducted to assess the efficacy of the rTMS on Parkinson's disease in future.